


Does your company offer data recovery and 
hardware repair services?

Avec Global offers a range of IT professional services, 
including data migration and ERP solution support 
services. Their data migration services are one of their 
core capabilities, with a team experienced in ERP 
data migration. They understand the requirements, 
complexity, considerations, and approach required 
for data migration into various ERP solutions, and the 
reconciliation impacts of incorrect data migration.

In terms of IT security and compliance, Avec provides 
services for the delivery, implementation, and 
ongoing enforcement of IT security compliance via 
defence protocols, security policy enforcement, and 
disaster recovery with failover facilities incorporated.
However, there is no explicit mention of data recovery 
and hardware repair services in the tender 
documents. It's possible that these services could be 
included within their broader IT professional services, 
but for a definitive answer, it would be best to directly 
contact Avec Global.
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Does your company offer data 
recovery and hardware repair 
services?

Avec Global is well-known for its 
comprehensive data recovery and 
hardware repair services. Our team 
of experts are skilled in recovering 
data from various storage devices 
and repairing a wide range of 
hardware issues. We have state-of-
the-art facilities to ensure the 
highest chances of successful data 
recovery and hardware repair.
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